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                                    Home Delivery

                                If you feel bad tired or just have no time to go to a regular drugstore, the courier will deliver the necessary medicines to the specified address. You can even get free shipping if you order medications in bulk
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                                    Rich Assortment

                              Our online pharmacy offers a wider range of medications. Here you can find even the drug that is not available in your city. In a word, here you can buy even rare and specific drugs that have just appeared on the pharmacological market
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                                    Online Consultation

                               This additional service will help you get information on payment methods, delivery time, drug assortment. Our pharmacists are experienced and licensed so you have a perfect opportunity to get a specialist’s opinion without leaving the house and FOR FREE
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                                Confidentiality

                                When ordering drugs Rx in Sky Pharmacy online, you do not need to tale to a pharmacist’s face to face. This is especially important when you need some drugs for intimate issues. Besides, we ship all orders in discreet packages and no one except you will know what you have ordered
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                                Bonuses and Discounts

                                We offer regular bonuses, discounts and promotions to our customers. When using our website, you save a considerable amount of money and the same time get high-quality and tested pharmaceutical products
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                                Lowest Price Guarantee

                            The main advantage of shopping in our online pharmacy is that you pay only the net value of the medication, while costs in regular city pharmacies include the expenses on the large staff and the rental area
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